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Autonomous Control of UAVsRemote diagnostics



5G Connected ambulance – remote diagnostics

https://www.google.com/imgres?imgurl=https%3A%2F%2Fupload.wikimedia.org%2Fwikipedia%2Fcommons%2Fe%2Fe9%2FEricsson_logo.svg&imgrefurl=https%3A%2F%2Fcommons.wikimedia.org%2Fwiki%2FFile%3AEricsson_logo.svg&docid=xzslx0LX4i9DBM&tbnid=JWTwOfclc9pQoM%3A&vet=10ahUKEwjY6oGSsP_jAhXDxIUKHQ9wChAQMwh2KAEwAQ..i&w=800&h=700&bih=506&biw=716&q=ericsson%20logo&ved=0ahUKEwjY6oGSsP_jAhXDxIUKHQ9wChAQMwh2KAEwAQ&iact=mrc&uact=8


3GPP TS 22.261 - Service for the 5G system; Stage 1 

6.28 Cyber-physical control applications in vertical domains

Automation refers to the control of processes, devices, or systems in vertical domains 

by automatic means. The main control functions of automated control systems 

include taking measurements, comparing results, computing any detected or 

anticipated errors, and correcting the process to avoid future errors. These functions 

are performed by sensors, transmitters, controllers, and actuators.

Cyber-physical systems are to be understood as systems that include engineered, 

interacting networks of physical and computational components. Cyber-physical 

control applications are to be understood as applications that control physical 

processes. Cyber-physical control applications in automation follow certain activity 

patterns, which are open-loop control, closed-loop control, sequence control, and 

batch control.

Communication in automation in vertical domains follows certain communication 

patterns. The most well-known is periodic deterministic communication, others are a-

periodic deterministic communication and non-deterministic communication.

Communication for cyber-physical control applications supports operation in various 

vertical domains, for instance industrial automation and energy automation.
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What is 5G Industrial IoT?

https://www.5g-acia.org/fileadmin/5G-ACIA/Publikationen/Whitepaper_5G_for_Connected_Industries_and_Automation/WP_5G_for_Connected_Industries_and_Automation_Download_19.03.19.pdf

https://www.5g-acia.org/fileadmin/5G-ACIA/Publikationen/Whitepaper_5G_for_Connected_Industries_and_Automation/WP_5G_for_Connected_Industries_and_Automation_Download_19.03.19.pdf


Wide set of use cases & associated 

performance requirements 
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Characteristic parameter (KPI) Influence quantity

Communication 

service 

availability

Communication 

service reliability: 

mean time 

between failures

Max Allowed 

End-to-end 

latency 

(note 1)

Service bit 

rate: user-

experienced 

data rate

Message 

size [byte]

Survival 

time

UE speed # of UEs Service 

Area 

(note 3)

Remarks

> 99,9999 % ~ 1 week 10 ms > 10 Mbit/s ≤ 50 km/h ≤ 100 ≤ 1 km2 Mobile robots – video 

streaming (A.2.2.3)

99,9999 % to 

99,999999 %

~ 1 month < 30 ms > 5 Mbit/s < 8 km/h TBD TBD Mobile control panels -

parallel data transmission 

(A.2.4.1)

99,9999 % – < 50 ms 0,59 kbit/s

28 kbit/s

< 100 – stationary 10~100 

/km2

TBD Smart grid millisecond 

level precise load control 

(A.4.5)

> 99,9 % ~ 1 month < 10 ms < 8 km/h ≥ 3 20 m x 

20 m x 4 

m

Augmented reality; bi-

directional transmission to 

image processing server 

(A.2.4.2)

99.9999 % to 

99.999999 %

~ 10 years < 1 ms

(note 4)

25 Mbit/s stationary 2 to 5 100 m x

30 m x 

10 m

Wired-2-wireless 

100 Mbit/s link 

replacement (A.2.2.4)

99.9999 % to 

99.999999 %

~ 10 years < 1 ms

(note 4)

500 Mbit/s stationary 2 to 5 100 m x

30 m x 

10 m

Wired-2-wireless 1 Gbit/s 

link replacement (A.2.2.4)

NOTE 1: Unless otherwise specified, all communication includes 1 wireless link (UE to network node or network node to UE) rather than two wireless links (UE to 

UE).

NOTE 2: (void)

NOTE 3: Length x width x height.

NOTE 4: Scheduled aperiodic traffic with transfer interval (max end-to-end allowed latency < transfer interval).

3GPP TS 22.104 - Service requirements for cyber-physical control applications in vertical domains 

“Communication services supporting 

cyber-physical control applications 

need to be ultra-reliable, dependable 

with a high communication service 

availability, and often require low or 

(in some cases) very low end-to-end 

latency.”

Table 5.3-1: Aperiodic deterministic communication service performance requirements

• Ultra low latency

• Ultra High reliability and availability

• Clock synchronisation - time-sensitive 

networking

• High positioning performance

• Ethernet transport services

• Proximity Services 

• Integrity, confidentiality – physically 

local storage and processing



Edge Cloud Compute is assumed to be a “must have” to deliver:

➢ Latency

➢ Security

➢ Reliability

However, industry seems to be assuming that customer-based Edge Cloud 

Compute capabilities are the only answer.

Agree that on-premise Edge Cloud Compute can help deliver:

➢ Ultra-low latency

➢ Reliability / availability

➢ Security

➢ Transport savings

However, operator-provided edge capabilities may also have a role to play 

to provide additional:

➢ Processing capacity / scalability

➢ Failover options

➢ Support for wide-area / multi-site private network services

Would a “hybrid edge” cloud compute model be the answer???
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What is the role of edge cloud 

compute? What “type” of edge?

Deployment as an isolated network Deployment with shared Radio 

Access Network

Deployment with shared RAN and 

control plane

Non Public Network (NPN) in public 

network

Hybrid edge?

https://www.5g-acia.org/publications/5g-non-public-networks-for-industrial-scenarios-white-paper/

https://www.5g-acia.org/publications/5g-non-public-networks-for-industrial-scenarios-white-paper/


➢ There are significant benefits and industry activity on 5G-enabled Industrial IoT opportunities

➢ A wide range of performance and functional requirements need to be supported – a very flexible and future-

proof architectural solution is key

➢ Edge Cloud Compute has a key role to play to fulfil 5GIIoT various use cases (together with other capabilities 

such as URLLC, network slicing, time sensitive networking, Ethernet Transport etc.) 

➢ However, Edge Cloud Compute capabilities can be located in the customer premise or the operator –

depending on the use case a different approach may be required

➢ Non-Public network solutions (also referred to as Private Networks) need to take account of both models –

customer and operator-based Edge Cloud Compute
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Conclusions



Thank you
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